We present autoionization spectra of metastable Ar 8+ and C 4+ , N 5+ , O 6+ and Ne 8+ scattering off an Al(111) surface with incident energies down to 5 eV. The unprecedented quality of the experimental data permits the observation of a unique in the structures originating from the metastable projectiles compared to corresponding ground state configurations. Analyzing the peak positions for different projectile species and velocities we demonstrate that the peak must be ascribed to an above-surface transition under participation of the metastable state.
The interactions of highly charged ions (HCIs) with surfaces have been studied extensively in the past, refer to [1] for a recent review. Several research groups have collected a tremendous amount of experimental data on Auger emission [2] [3] [4] , X-ray emission [5, 6] and energy gains of reflected projectiles [7] . Also theoretical analysis has reached a remarkable level of sophistication [8, 9] . Nevertheless, authors still argue about crucial issues of the interaction mechanism since a lot of the interpretations deduced from the experiment depend on certain model assumptions.
As a HCI approaches a metal surface it is neutralized via resonant charge transfer from the target valence band (VB) into its outer Rydberg states, see Fig. 1 . Due to the image attraction, the interaction time of the incoming projectile in front of the surface possesses a principal lower limit of the order of 10 −14 s. Close above the first bulk layer atomic orbitals are energetically shifted and strongly distorted due to the bulk interaction and a theoretical description becomes intricate.
Authors have concluded from atomic structure calculations neglecting the bulk perturbations that a stepwise intra-atomic autoionization cascade proceeds too slow in order to carry all Rydberg state electrons into inner shells in front of the surface. Indeed, striking experimental evidence has been provided indicating that the overwhelming fraction of the inner-shell processes, in particular KLL emission, takes place within the bulk region [9] [10] [11] .
In this domain, the interactions between HCIs and the metal electron gas are fundamentally different. As the neutralized HCI reaches the first bulk layer it experiences the screening of the high density target electron gas and outer levels merge into the VB. Only electrons on the innermost projectile orbitals have a chance to survive bulk penetration.
The HCI now acts as a point charge attracting a VB charge cloud to screen the positive core charge.
Since the image charge components and thus the potential barrier [12] which builds up between the HCI and the surface vanishes within the bulk the charge cloud electrons can directly replenish inner projectile levels via so called LCV transitions [8, 15] , see also Fig. 1 .
Compared with the slow intra-atomic cascade above the surface, this filling mechanism and succeeding Coster-Kronig regrouping [13] of the L-shell population proceed very rapidly and higher initial sublevel populations evolve before an inner shell transition takes place.
Auger transition energies increase significantly when inner-shell populations shield the core in a way that the statistically preferred shell configurations at the time of KLL decay can be reconstructed via the most prominent spectral peak positions. Various efforts have quite successfully been conducted to develop an appropriate interaction model from these experimental clues combined with theoretical work [11, 13] .
In this paper we address the central issue of above-surface contributions in a new manner. In contrast to previous efforts in this field which partially rely on rather complex model assumptions concerning the evolution of the filling cascade [9, 14] or secondary electron transport through the bulk region [10] , the discovery of a new spectral structure allows us to only make use of simple, commonly accepted concepts. In Fig. 2 we display two spectra of Ar 8+ and Ar 9+ projectiles impinging with E kin = 12.5 eV per charge and Θ = 5
• on an Al(111) surface. All spectra in this paper are normalized to the area below the portrayed peak region. The comparison with the Ar 9+ spectrum yields a distinct, yet unseen peak in the well resolved Ar 8+ spectrum on the upper fringe of the LMM region which overlaps the LMN region. Furthermore, a notable fraction of the (3p → 2p, 3p ↑) intensity in the dominant 211-eV peak shifts to the (3s → 2p, 3ℓ ↑) region (ℓ ∈ {s, p}) at lower energies in the Ar 8+ spectrum as a consequence of the additional 3s
electron. For higher perpendicular incident velocities at Θ = 45
• the 247-eV peak vanishes.
Other aspects of these Ar q+ spectra have been outlined in [15] .
In Fig. 3 we recorded a series of spectra of HCIs in metastable 1s2s and hydrogenlike 1s ground state configurations interacting with an Al(111) surface at Θ = 5
• with E kin = 14.5 eV per charge. On the analogy of the Ar 8+ spectrum in Fig. 2 , the additional peak (marked by vertical lines in the plots) within the 1s2s spectra is superposed on the highenergy tail of the KLM region. It is most prominent for C 4+ and widens along the row towards Ne 8+ . For C 4+ we added a spectrum measured at E kin = 5 eV and Θ = 5
• on Si(100) to demonstrate that the height and sharpness of the additional peak can be enhanced by reducing the incident velocity. In other measurements on Si(100) we discovered nearly identical KLV W regions as on Al(111).
The greatest intensity of the spectra in Fig. 3 originates from KLL transitions. The two sharp peaks (a and b) on the low-energy side have previously [5, 9] been assigned to (2s → 1s, 2s ↑) and (2s → 1s, 2p ↑) transitions out of low L-shell occupations. The upper part of the spectrum is partially composed of a (2p → 1s, 2p ↑) region (c) featuring a less pronounced peak on the high-energy side. With increasing effective core charge towards Ne 8+ a well separated KLM peak (d) emerges. For the first time, we identify a systematic expansion of the (2s → 1s, 2s ↑) peak (a) to the low-energy side for metastable projectiles which is most pronounced for Ne 8+ . In a tentative explanation, we ascribe this remarkable shift to the close HCI-surface encounter region where the projectile core is still incompletely screened by the target electron gas while the stripping of outer Rydberg levels has already set in. Within the isotropic bulk environment, level shifts only depend on the spatially constant screening of valence band electrons and sharp peak profiles like the 211-eV peak in Fig. 2 occur. We postpone the discussion of this major effect to a future publication. Additionally, well defined subpeaks in the (2p → 1s, 2p ↑) (c) and a KLM region (d) can be resolved. Complying with the previous peak assignment, regions (b) and (c) exhibit less intensity with respect to region (a) in the spectra of metastable projectiles.
II. INTERPRETATION OF THE PEAK POSITION
For the spectra of metastable configurations, the peculiar position of the additional peak on the high-energy tail of the KLM spectra implies that apart from the 2s electron which jumps into the 1s vacancy an energy level situated far above the M-shell has to supply the emitted electron. In an attempt to find a consistent explanation for all HCI species we found that the peak position can most accurately be reproduced by putting the emitted electron in a projectile energy level which is resonant to the target work function W . by choosing x + y = q − 2 where q denotes the nuclear projectile charge. n represents the principal quantum number the p-subshell binding energy of which comes closest to W .
In Table I [14] . We assume that this behavior results from the dynamic interplay of resonant capture and loss and the elevation of projectile V W levels by image shifts. It is important to note these shifts vanish in commonly employed models [12] for the neutralized projectiles in Tab. I. For the case of ionic projectiles, the continuum boundary limits the upward shifts of resonantly populated levels to less than W , i.e. a few eV only. Since
Auger transition rates between two subshells critically depend on the energetic vicinity of the participating levels, high KLV W peak intensities cannot be expected despite the massive
Within the bulk, the screening of the target electron gas lets the atomic potential merge into V 0 at large distances from the nucleus. LCV processes and collisional side-feeding combined with Coster-Kronig processes quickly fill the atomic L-shell while pushing outer levels successively above V 0 (cf. Fig. 1 ). The binding energy of the 2s level grows by several 10 eV with increasing L population. A below-surface transition involving the (2s → 1s) part should therefore reflect the range of the 2s binding energies convoluted with the VB electron density. This is in obvious contradiction to the small KLV W peak width.
Furthermore, at least one additional peak arising from (2p → 1s, V W ↑) transitions should appear because spectral lines on the high-energy side of the KLL region representing (2p → 1s, 2p) transitions give evidence for a partially occupied 2p level below the surface.
In view of the fact that the spectra of metastable projectiles display a similar shape as those detected for their ground state counterparts like the Ar 8+ and Ar 9+ spectra above the 211-eV peak in Fig. 2 , we can additionally conclude that appreciable inner-shell populations do not occur as the ion descends towards the surface. We remark that the prominence of the With the preceding experimental evidence combined with our argumentation we supplied convincing proof that the distinct KLV W peak exclusively occurring in the spectra of metastable projectiles is generated before bulk penetration. Provided that a sufficient statistical quality of the spectra is available, the KLV W intensity contains valuable information on the interaction mechanisms and duration of the above-surface phase. Due to its low transition rate and the limited interaction time in front of the surface it sensitively reacts to changes in the perpendicular projectile velocity. The discovery of the KLV W peak therefore sets a novel benchmark for the scrutiny of previously proposed above-surface interaction models and opens an exciting perspective for future research on HCI-surface collisions. In particular for the very active field of HCI-insulator scattering, the KLV W and LMV W peak profiles may be exploited to experimentally study resonant charge transfer, atomic level shifts, projectile trajectories and energy deposition near the surface in a new manner. and KLM regions which are well separated in the Ne 9+ spectrum, respectively. The comparison with the corresponding 1s configuration spectra reveals an additional KLV W peak (cf. Fig. 1 
